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Welcome

ON September 1, we launched a powerful new voice
for education. The National Education Union, the
amalgamation of the NUT and the Association of
Teachers and Lecturers (ATL), is a real game-changer
for our profession and one that Government and
employers can’t ignore.
The National Education Union represents the
majority of teachers in Britain and is open to all
education professionals in schools and colleges. And
we are ready to campaign, fighting for a fairly-funded
education system and tackling excessive workload.
Before the summer break, Education Secretary
Justine Greening made some more money available
for education, as a result of the fantastic campaign you
waged in the General Election. But almost every school in
the country is still facing cuts – that’s fewer teachers, less
subject choice and more work for our members.
Between now and the Budget in November, we need
to persuade this Government to make additional funds
available. A big part of that campaign will be the lobby of
Parliament in October half term (see page 9).
Over the coming months, the National Education
Union will campaign against the public sector pay cap,
highlight the problems in this year’s GCSEs, oppose SATs
and find better ways of assessing our children.
So, it’s an exciting time – a new Union, a new logo and
a new look for the Teacher, which has been revamped
with a modern design and new features, based on surveys
of our members.
We hope you like it.
Kevin Courtney,
National Education
Union, Joint
General Secretary

Except where the NEU has formally negotiated
agreements with companies as part of its services
to members, inclusion of an advertisement
in the Teacher does not imply any form of
recommendation. While every effort is made to
ensure the reliability of advertisers, the NEU cannot
accept any liability for the quality of goods or
services offered. The Teacher is printed by Southern
Print. Inside pages are printed on paper comprised
of 100% recycled, post-consumer waste.
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The rest is history
Autumn 1917
Debate continued about education reform, including raising the school
leaving age to 14 and making it illegal to employ a child under the age
of 12. The policies were eventually included in the 1918 Education Act.
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16 	When students went on

On 1 September, the NUT merged

strike to save their teacher

with the Association of Teachers

Laraine Clay speaks to

and Lecturers to become the

Chris Searle, whose book

National Education Union (above).

of classroom poetry sparked
a walkout.

20 	Thank you for the music
Music inspires a love of learning
(left), says teacher Jess Edwards.

25 	How to reduce your workload
NUT members have helped
set up pilot projects to tackle
the excessive workload
facing teachers.
30 	Art & disability
This year’s Disability History
Month celebrates disabled
artists and the role of disability
in art over the ages (left).
49 	Crossword & recipe
Sausage, broccoli and
spinach frittata is the dish
of the day, alongside our
new quick crossword.
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News
Higher education
drop-out peaks
MORE disadvantaged young
people are in higher education
than ever, but the number leaving
before completing their studies
has increased for the second
consecutive year.
Research by the Office for
Fair Access shows that 8.8
per cent of students from
disadvantaged backgrounds leave
after their first year, the highest
level since 2009-10.
The authors found that
non-continuation rates for black
students was almost 1.5 times
higher than for their white or
Asian peers.
They also said that little
progress had been made in
retaining mature and part-time
students on their courses.
But they found universities
and colleges have done more to
encourage and support students
with disabilities to stick with their
studies, and there is a lower dropout rate, particularly among those
in receipt of Disabled Students’
Allowance.
The report – Outcomes for
access agreement monitoring
for 2015-16 – can be downloaded
at offa.org.uk in the publications
section.

3,000 members
have their say
MORE than 3,000 members took
part in a Union survey in July on the
services and benefits it provides.
The aim was to find members’
views and suggestions for other
services in preparation for a revised
package to be developed after
January 2019 for the new National
Education Union.
The survey included a draw
for £100 worth of John Lewis
vouchers which were won by
Michela Nuzzo from Croydon.
Have you got news for us?
Send your stories to teacher@
neu.org.uk
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THE Tolpuddle Martyrs’ Festival played host to an NUT hen party. Portsmouth NUT Secretary
Amanda Martin said: “We met and formed a lifelong friendship and support network through
our involvement with the Union, so it seemed fitting to celebrate Laura and Aretha’s hen
weekend at the festival. We are proud of our Union’s history and, at this exciting time, feel
empowered as women in the trade union movement.”

Spotlight on education
crisis at Tolpuddle festival
THE crisis in education was the subject
of an NUT South West region fringe at
this year’s Tolpuddle Martyrs’ Festival.
The festival remembers a group of
Dorset agricultural labourers arrested
and transported to Australia for
forming a trade union.
Thousands of trade unionists,
school governors, councillors and
parents attended this year’s event in
July. Members of the NUT and the
Association of Teachers and Lecturers
(ATL) joined together to promote
campaigns on school funding, testing
and workload. Members received an
enthusiastic response from fellow
trade unionists about the new National
Education Union (NEU).
A packed fringe meeting heard

University and College Union
President-elect Vicky Knight and NUT
ex-President Philipa Harvey on the
problems faced by teachers, lecturers,
schools and students.
The Union was also represented
at the Supporting Refugee Children
fringe, alongside German education
union GEW, where the Refugee
Children’s Voices project was
discussed and how schools can
welcome and support refugee children
and young people.
The festival was addressed
by Mary Bousted, joint General
Secretary of the NEU, in her capacity
as TUC President.
Next year’s festival will be from
13-15 July.
(l-r) Vicky Knight,
UCU Presidentelect, Sarah AllenMelvin, secretary
of Plymouth Trade
Union Council and
NUT South West
regional organiser,
and Philipa Harvey,
ex-President, NUT.
Photos by Jess Hurd

Our Bodies, Our Choice – 50 years on from Abortion Act
THE London NUT Women’s Network is organising a meeting
to mark 50 years since the passing of the 1967 Abortion Act.
As well as celebrating the anniversary, speakers will also
discuss the Act’s limitations and what progress still needs to
be made to improve women’s rights to abortion.
Women in Northern Ireland are not covered by the Act
and, in the rest of the UK, a woman still needs authorisation
from two doctors for an abortion to be legal. Worldwide,
millions of women do not have access to safe abortions.

Our Bodies, Our Choice: the Abortion Act 50 Years On
will be held at Hamilton House in London on Wednesday 11
October from 6-8.30pm.
Speakers include Caitlin de Jode from the London Irish
Abortion Rights Campaign, Kerry Abel from Abortion Rights,
and Kingston upon Hull North MP Diana Johnson.
Entry is free and you can register at eventbrite.com/e/
our-bodies-our-choice-the-abortion-act-50-years-ontickets-36241889467

The NUT and ATL marched together at this year’s Durham Miners’ Gala 					

Photo by Phil Maxwell

Carnival atmosphere at Miners’ Gala
BANNERS and bands filled
the streets for the 133rd
Durham Miners’ Gala in July.
The gala, or Big Meeting
as it’s known, is a celebration
of working people with
its carnival atmosphere. It
features a march of fellow
trade unionists through the
city, ending with a rally at
the racecourse.
It’s a great opportunity
to reach members of the
public and let them know
about our campaigns. We
handed out school cuts
leaflets to many of the

estimated 200,000 people
in attendance.
Pausing outside the
County Hotel while our
band plays is a tradition and
a great chance to look up at
the balcony and see some
of the guest speakers. This
year, we were especially
happy to see Christine
Blower, former NUT General
Secretary, waving at us.
At the rally, heartfelt
tributes were paid to
Durham Miners’ General
Secretary Davey Hopper,
who died last year and did

The Durham
Miners’ Gala
celebrates
trade union
collectivism,
community
spirit and
international
solidarity.
Visit durhamminers.org.uk
(Above) Tony Benn at the gala
in 1964.

so much for the trade union
movement.
Over the years, I’ve been
lucky enough to hear some
fantastic speeches from
inspirational people such as
Owen Jones, Dennis Skinner
and Ken Loach. This year, we
heard from Jeremy Corbyn
and Angela Rayner, whose
call for fairer funding was
met with rapturous applause.
Come and march
with us next year, you’d be
most welcome.
Merike Williams, Stockton
Division Secretary
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News
Poorest face up to
£57K student debt
THREE quarters of students will
have amassed so much debt from
the interest on their loans that
they are unlikely to ever pay them
off, according to a report by an
independent think tank.
The Institute for Fiscal Studies
(IFS) said the high interest rates
were equal to 6.1 per cent, which
meant that students from the
poorest families could face as
much as £57,000 from a threeyear degree.
The report, published in July,
said reforms since 2012 impacted
on the repayments of middle- and
low-earning graduates the most
– those of the poorest third of
graduates have increased by 30
per cent, while those of the richest
third have gone up by less than
ten per cent. This is largely due to
the replacement of maintenance
grants for poorer students with
maintenance loans.
Find the full IFS report at
ifs.org.uk/publications/9335

Festival celebrating
women’s strike
TRADE unionists, community
activists and local residents came
together in July to celebrate an
historic women’s strike over pay
and conditions.
The Women’s Chainmaker
Festival, held in Cradley Heath in
the Black Country, commemorates
the 1910 strike of women workers,
who downed tools for ten weeks
and won the first minimum wage.
The day included speeches,
music, theatre and a march. The
NUT had an information stall and
sponsored circus skills workshops,
face painting and children’s crafts.
Martin Ogilvie, regional officer

n The NEU has produced a
booklet telling the story of Mary
Macarthur at teachers.org.uk/
sites/default/files2014/chain
makers-updated-version_0.pdf
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SCORES of families joined the fun at a Carnival against School Cuts organised by Fair Funding
for All Schools. They blew whistles and carried placards as they walked past Downing Street on
their way to the event in Parliament Square in July. Fair Funding is a parent-led campaign fighting
school budget cuts in England. Visit fairfundingforallschools.org

Photo by Joe Atwere

Fire safety advice for
schools after Grenfell
UNIONS have joined together to offer
fire safety guidance to school leaders
following the Grenfell Tower blaze.
The National Education Union
(NEU), National Association of
Head Teachers and the Association
of School and College Leaders have
published advice on how to ensure
schools are safe.
The guidance is endorsed by the
Fire Brigades Union (FBU), which says
the best response is to have a suitable
fire risk assessment carried out by a
competent person.
The NEU has longstanding
concerns about fire safety in schools
and the weakening of fire provisions.
This included recent Department
for Education (DfE) proposals –
now abandoned following union
pressure – to drop the expectation
for all new schools in England to be
fitted with sprinklers.
Following the Grenfell Tower fire,
the DfE sent out a survey asking for
school buildings above 18 metres tall
to be checked for cladding made from
Aluminium Composite Material – and, if
present, to have this tested.

The survey was not compulsory
and the Unions suggest school leaders
check they have been returned for
their schools.
The Unions are pressing the DfE
to ensure sprinklers are fitted in all new
and refurbished schools and that fire
safety regulations are reinforced. They
are also urging the DfE to survey fire
safety, including cladding, in all schools,
not just those higher than 18 metres.
The guidance includes advice
on finding a fire risk assessor, risks of
other cladding materials, and sharing
information with parents and staff.
Further advice has been prepared
by the NEU for health and safety reps
and for NEU Division and Association
H&S advisers and secretaries in
England. It includes a checklist for reps
and advisers, as well as links to websites.
The safety reps and school leaders
guidance can be found at teachers.
org.uk/help-and-advice/health-andsafety/f/fire-safety
The guidance for health and safety
advisers (access by log-in only) is at
teachers.org.uk/officers-resources/
health-safety-advisers

Parents and unions to lobby Parliament
IN the last week of the summer term, Education Secretary
Justine Greening announced a £1.3bn increase in the core
schools budget for the next two years.
Unfortunately, this was not new money, but taken from
elsewhere in the education budget and did not address the
£2.8bn of cuts over the last two years.
The National Education Union (NEU) aims to increase
the pressure on the Chancellor to find new money for
schools to reverse the cuts. The Government must start
addressing the historic underfunding of some schools

and provide certainty and stability for schools for the
next five years.
The NEU has called a lobby of Parliament on Tuesday
24 October alongside other education unions and parents
groups. The Union hopes to lobby every MP and ask them
to support the call for the Chancellor to find new money for
schools in the autumn Budget.
You can sign up to join the lobby and get the
latest campaign and Government announcements at
schoolcuts.org.uk

Tower Hamlets pupils outside the DfE, protesting against cuts that could see 891 teachers’ jobs lost

Photo by Rehan Jamil

Tower Hamlets pupils march on DfE
Fact file
Despite Education
Secretary Justine
Greening’s
promise of an
extra £1.3 billion
for schools
in England,
thousands of
schools will face
further cuts.
Visit schoolcuts.
org.uk

TEACHERS and pupils from
Tower Hamlets took their
protest against school cuts to
the Department for Education
in July.
NUT campaigners were
joined by the borough’s
Mayor John Biggs and
MPs Rushanara Ali and Jim
Fitzpatrick to hand in five giant
postcards containing 5,000
signatures against reduction
in education funding.
The east London borough

is set to lose £33 million by 2019
under current proposals – a
cut of £908 per pupil and the
equivalent of 891 teachers or
1,400 support staff.
Sixty local schools
collected thousands of
signatures in a campaign,
s choolsjustwannahavefunds,
organised by the Union, calling
on the Government to reverse
the cuts and ensure fair funding
for all schools.
Campaigners were joined

by NUT General Secretary
Kevin Courtney. He said
head teachers, parents,
governors and MPs across
the country are “utterly
dismayed” by the current state
of their school budgets and
fear that worse is to come
unless the Government
addresses the issue.
Teaching unions have
called for a five per cent
increase in education funding
from September.
The Teacher: Sept/Oct 2017
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SAVING FOR YOUR
FIRST HOME?

OUR NEW UNION EXCLUSIVE
Our competitive Union Home Saver
account is available exclusively to members
of the NEU and offers £600 cashback* if
you take out a mortgage with the Society.
0800 783 2367

teachersbs.co.uk

*Terms and conditions apply. £500 cashback with the NEU Home Saver account, additional £100 cashback based on NEU membership at time of completion.
Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority (Register no 156580)

Take Centre Stage in a

PRINCIPAL ROLE

Are you passionate about creative learning through the
Performing Arts?

30 years of experience 300 franchisees worldwide with 600 schools
A leading body in part-time Performing Arts for children
Our most successful franchisees earn a significant
income whilst building a saleable asset

Our Franchisees are inspirational entrepreneurs
who are passionate about unlocking children’s
potential and dedicated to building their
Stagecoach Performing Arts business.

New & existing opportunities from

£14,995 + VAT

(Minimum investment £8,000)

stagecoachfranchise.com
Email: franchiserecruitment@stagecoach.co.uk
®
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Marching proudly together News
KS2, 3 & 4 resources
for WWI stories

NUT and ATL members marched together at London Pride

NUT activists enjoyed Pride events all
over the country this summer.
The NUT and National Education
Union (NEU) were represented
at more than 30 events, including
Brighton, Manchester, Chesterfield
and High Wycombe.
The Union had a stand at UK Black
Pride, which the NUT sponsored, and
members joined over 2,500 others to
celebrate the fifth Trans Pride parade
in Brighton, with the banner message:
‘NUT for trans-friendly schools’.
Chay Brown (below), who
attended a number of events this year,
said: “At the smaller, more local Prides,
it was good to be able to talk to young

Photos by Joe Atwere

LGBT+ people and teachers, to show
that we support them and are working
to make school life better for them.”
At Brighton Pride, the bus and
walking group were given enthusiastic
support from the crowd. And on a hot
day in London, a bus and 60-strong
walking group included NUT and ATL
members marching proudly together.
Manchester Pride had an NUT
float for the first time, while Union hats
proved a big hit in Newcastle.
#IDo, celebrating the passing
of same-sex marriage legislation in
Guernsey and Jersey, was the theme of
this year’s Channel Islands Pride.
Visit teachers.org.uk/equality/lgbt

‘Making life better for LGBT+ people’
CHAY Brown (right),
from South East region,
was one of 15 NUT
delegates who attended
the annual TUC LGBT+
Conference in London
in July.
“Issues discussed
included Brexit, trans
rights, international
LGBT+ rights and mental
health services.
London NUT
member Sue Caldwell
moved an emergency
motion on the rise of farright groups.
I moved the Union

motion on the need for
LGBT+ inclusion within
Sex and Relationship
Education (SRE). We
highlighted the need for
SRE to be well resourced

and for staff to be
appropriately trained.
Discussions
around hate crime
also acknowledged
the importance of
promoting tolerance
and understanding,
and of challenging
homophobia, biphobia
and transphobia.
As a first-time
delegate, it was
interesting to hear the
experience of others and
see how we can all work
together to make life
better for LGBT+ people.”

STUDENTS are being encouraged
to carry out their own research and
uncover forgotten stories for the
centenary of one of the bloodiest
battles of the First World War.
The Battle of Passchendaele
began on 31 July 1917 and saw
thousands of servicemen killed
in the muddy fields of Flanders
during four months of fighting.
A free resource pack is
available to schools to help pupils
find out about local graves and
memorials which commemorate
those from their areas who died in
the battle and its aftermath.
Passchendaele at Home is
designed for Key Stages 2, 3 and
4, and includes a poster, a digital
research pack, activity worksheets
and a database with information
about more than 3,000
servicemen buried in the UK.
Up to £200 per group is
available for schools in England to
organise remembrance activities
or help support research.
For information or to
request packs, email athome@
bigideascompany.org or visit
bigideascompany.org

Parents’ views of
Welsh schools
SCHOOLS in Wales continue to
be held in high regard by parents,
according to a national survey.
Results from the National
Survey for Wales showed that
62 per cent of people are very
satisfied with their child’s primary
school and 27 per cent were fairly
satisfied.
Half of parents (50 per cent)
are very satisfied with their child’s
secondary school, and 32 per cent
fairly satisfied.
The national survey is
organised each year by the Welsh
Government and involves more
than 10,000 people a year across
Wales. For more information
visit gov.wales/statistics-andresearch/national-survey
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The National
Education Union
(NEU) was launched
on 1 September,
bringing together
the NUT and
the Association
of Teachers and
Lecturers (ATL) to
become a powerful
voice for education.

Kevin
Courtney and
Mary Bousted,
Joint General
Secretaries of
the National
Education
Union

A new Union ready to meet
WITH more than 450,000
members, the National
Education Union is the largest
union of teachers and education
professionals in Europe and
the fourth largest trade union
in Britain.
Representing the entire
workforce, the new Union
combines the campaigning
prowess, expertise and
experience of both the NUT and
the ATL to be an effective and
powerful voice in education.
The Union is committed to
campaigning against excessive
workloads, fighting for a fairly
funded education system
and championing fair pay and
working conditions.
The Union wants to make
education a great place to
teach, in a sector that values and
12
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promotes professional expertise,
and a great place to learn, with
a broad curriculum to motivate
students, allowing them to
develop interests and skills for
the future.
The Joint General Secretaries
of the Union are Kevin Courtney
and Dr Mary Bousted.
No more divide and rule
“For too long, Government
ministers played divide and
rule amongst teacher unions,”
Kevin said.
“The National Education
Union spells the beginning of the
end of all that.
“In the autumn term,
schools face huge challenges
– the biggest budget cuts in a
generation, a growing teacher
shortage, increasing class sizes

Building the NEU
in your workplace

It’s a fact

the challenge
and loss of subject choices. Workload is
spiralling out of control, with education
professionals spending their time on
pointless paperwork that we believe
has little educational value.
“And the General Election result
did little to address the problems
facing our members across the
education sector.
“The National Education Union
gives us a powerful voice to stand
up for students, our members and
education to make a real and profound
difference from the off.”
A powerful team
Mary said: “The National Education
Union is a game-changer combining
ATL’s diversity of members, excellent
training and policy expertise with
the NUT’s campaigning and lobbying
skills and well-established, effective
local activity.

The National Education Union
(NEU) brings together 450,000
teachers, lecturers, support
staff and leaders working in
maintained and independent
schools and colleges across
the UK, to form the largest
education union
in Europe.
“The Union brings together
teachers, lecturers, support staff, heads
and managers in their workplaces to
share their expertise and improve their
working lives.
“It is a Union ready to meet
the current challenges, particularly
in funding and in workload, and to
speak with authority as the voice of
the majority of teachers and other
education professionals.”
Members formally in the NUT
or ATL will continue to be supported
by their union’s staff and lay officials
until the end of a transition period on
1 January 2019. Current General
Secretaries of both the NUT and ATL
will continue as joint leaders of the
National Education Union until 2023.

THE National Education Union
is the largest education union in
Europe and almost certainly the
largest in your workplace.
Our ability to represent you,
and the best interests of your
colleagues and students, comes
from our active members.
We’d like all members to speak
to new members of staff – the most
common reason why people are
not in a trade union is that no one
asked them.
Throughout the year, as
new members of staff join your
workplace, speak to them about
being in the National Education
Union and let them know that we
are active in their workplace.
If you’re not sure who is or isn’t
in the National Education Union,
or any union, speak to them and
check. Use it as an opportunity
to talk about the great things the
Union is doing nationally and in
your workplace.
And if you don’t have a
workplace rep, get together with
your fellow members and elect an
NEU: NUT Section workplace rep
or co-rep.
Your regional office or local
officers can assist in organising a
meeting if you don’t know where to
start. Contact your regional office
or NUT Cymru for details.

Recruiting School
Direct trainees
IN 2016/17, School Direct trainees
made up around half the trainee
teachers working towards Qualified
Teacher Status (QTS) in England.
The National Education
Union has produced a School
Direct Charter which sets out
the minimum expectations that
trainees should experience.
All workplaces in England will
receive this document early in the
new academic year – if you haven’t,
download a copy at neu.org.uk or
email orders@neu.org.uk
Use this document to welcome
School Direct trainees into your
workplace, and to make sure they
join the National Education Union.
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MEMBER BENEFIT

LOGIN: NUT

SWAGGER ON

FOUR WHEELS

TITUDE
N D A S A S SY AT
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SERIOUS STYLE
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AVA I L A B L E O N V

Crossland X Elite 1.2 (81PS) with Premium LED Lighting Pack and Silver-Effect Roof Rails Representative Example*
†
Associates OnOptional Fixed Rate Mileage
36 Monthly the-road Cash
Vauxhall
Total
Total
Customer Amount Interest Amount
Final
of Interest
Payments Price including
Deposit
per
Deposit of Credit Charges Payable Payment per year,
of
Contribution
annum
customer saving^
(GFV)
true

£192

£17,252.36

Partners
MORE FOR YOU AND YOUR FAMILY

£1,000

£3,739

£12,513.36 £1,234.64 £18,487

£6,836

4.12%

Excess
mileage
charge,
per mile

8,000

£0.09

Duration of
APR
Agreement
(months) Representative
37

4.2% APR

To find out more visit: www.partnersprogramme.co.uk/NUT
Call 0344 875 2448 or visit your local Vauxhall Retailer.

Official Government Test Environmental Data. Fuel consumption figures mpg (litres/100km) and CO2
emissions (g/km). Vauxhall Crossland X Elite 1.2 (81PS): Urban: 43.5 (6.5), Extra-urban: 64.2 (4.4), Combined: 54.3
(5.2). CO2 emissions: 116/km.#
*Offer subject to availability at participating and qualifying Retailers only. Personal Contract Purchase. Finance subject to status, Ts&Cs apply. Applicants must be 18+.
Vauxhall Deposit Contribution only available when vehicle is financed through Vauxhall Finance. Finance by Vauxhall Finance, PO Box 6666, Cardiff, CF15 7YT. 24-48 month
term available. ^Price shown after deduction of Vauxhall and/or Retailer contribution where applicable. At the end of the agreement there are three options: i) Pay the
optional final payment to own the vehicle, ii) Return the vehicle, or iii) Replace: Part Exchange the vehicle where equity is available. †On the road prices include number plates,
delivery, Vehicle Excise Duty, first registration fee and VAT. Offers may not apply to all Retailer stocks. UK-supplied vehicles only. Offer applies to Vauxhall Partners only. Offer
available on orders or registrations between 4 July 2017 and 2 October 2017. For Partners Terms and Conditions go to www.partnersprogramme.co.uk/terms-and-conditions.
#Fuel consumption information is official government environmental data, tested in accordance with the relevant EU directive. Official EU-regulated test data is provided for
comparison purposes and actual performance will depend on driving style, road conditions and other non-technical factors. General Motors UK Limited t/a Vauxhall Motors
reserves the right to change, amend or withdraw this offer at any point in time. Correct at time of going to press 22/08/2017.
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Exam round-up

AS decline, GCSE stress
THIS year saw the A-level attainment
gap between girls and boys at A* and
A grades closed, possibly as a result of
the change from coursework to the
linear exam-based policy.
Changes to A-level structures
have also resulted in a huge decline in
the number of AS entries, which has
fallen by 41 per cent since they became
stand-alone qualifications rather than
contributing to final A-level grades, a
change only applied in England.

Students are also taking fewer arts
and humanities subjects, as they switch
to the sciences.
Kevin Courtney, Joint General
Secretary of the National Education
Union (NEU), said: “The gradual decline
in entries to creative and expressive
subjects is continuing. This is reinforced
by the curriculum-narrowing EBacc
requirements at GCSE and is leading
to job losses among teachers of these
‘disappearing’ subjects.”

News
Kids not machines
CHANGES in test scores are not
necessarily a true indicator of a
school’s effectiveness, according
to recent research.
The Cambridge Assessment
Research Division, an arm of the
OCR examining board, argues
that in some years pupils will
perform better than expected,
while others will fare worse.
“Uncertainty, and hence
volatility, in schools’ results is a
direct consequence of uncertainty
for individual students,” write the
researchers.
“It would be astonishing if in
all schools, all pupils fell firmly in
line with expectations every single
year. Students are not machines
that can precisely access the same
information from memory every
single time it is required.”
The full report can be found
at cambridgeassessment.org.
uk/images/372751-volatilityhappens-understandingvariation-in-schools-gcseresults.pdf

Impact of EBacc

ALTHOUGH there were few surprises
in the overall GCSE results, the
reforms to the exam system are
creating damaging side effects for
schools and teachers.
“Putting more emphasis on final
exams is hitting hardest those who
require the most support, such as
disadvantaged students and students
with special education needs.
“A narrower and less accessible
curriculum reduces both student
motivation and engagement with
learning,” said NEU Joint General
Secretary Kevin Courtney.
Teachers have also voiced
concerns about the rushed nature
of the reforms and the lack of
preparation that went into the new
syllabuses, and the pressure this put

on the mental health of students
and staff.
Many teachers have also
expressed fears about the effect of
their students’ performance on their
own pay and career progress.
Commenting on the NEU In
Conversation blog on GCSE results
day, Rebecca Nicholson said: “…nerve
wracking knowing that I will be judged
on the outcomes of exams I didn’t take.”
Kevin said: “The indicators
used to measure schools are driving
educational practice that does not put
the needs of the students first.
“The stress from unfair,
inaccurate accountability measures
and the less-engaging, restricted
curriculum adds to a storm gathering
over the educational landscape.”

PROPOSALS to press ahead with
the EBacc qualification at GCSE
level have been criticised by the
National Education Union and
other campaigners.
School Standards Minister
Nick Gibb confirmed in July the
Government’s ambition for 90
per cent of year 10 pupils to start
studying EBacc subjects in full by
2025, and 75 per cent by 2022.
The EBacc subjects are made
up of English, maths, a foreign
language, history or geography
and science, a curriculum critics
say is too narrow and results in
many pupils giving up arts and
other creative subjects at GCSE.
Figures published by the Joint
Council for Qualifications showed
that there has been a fall of 8.4%
this year in creative, artistic and
technical subjects.
Information about the Bacc
for the Future campaign can be
found at baccforthefuture.com
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When teacher
Chris Searle
lost his job
for publishing
a book of
pupils’ poems,
students took
to the streets
in support.

Rebel with
a cause
Words by Laraine Clay

WHEN retired teacher Chris Searle looks
back on his life, he wonders if he would
last five minutes in a classroom today.
“There’s so much Government
interference, so much cultural inhibition
being placed upon teachers’ work,” he said.
Interference in the classroom is
nothing new to Chris, now 73. His
fascinating story, standing up for the
work of his pupils, made the front pages
of national newspapers, making him one
of the most famous teachers of the time.
The wrong sort of poems…
It began in 1971 when he took his
first teaching job at a church school in
Stepney, east London. There, encouraged
by his own love of the genre, he inspired
his pupils to write poetry.
The school initially encouraged him
but, when governors read some of the
poems the children had written, they
said he should not put them into print.
Not wishing to let the children
down, Chris went ahead and published
the collection as Stepney Words – and
was promptly dismissed.
16
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I will never forget
that it was the
combination of
my students’
loyalty and the
intervention of
the Union that
enabled me to
get my job back.

Pupils protest in Trafalgar Square
But school authorities had not reckoned
on the support he would get from the
community. Students went on strike,
marching to Trafalgar Square to demand
his re-instatement, with parents and
fellow teachers protesting at his sacking.
“The Sun and the Mirror both
published double-page spreads of the
kids’ poetry – imagine that happening
today!” he said.
Chris enlisted the help of the NUT,
of which he has been a lifelong member.
There followed two years of legal action
and hearings, with the Union hiring some
of the best legal minds to defend him.
“I’ve always been a proud NUT
member,” Chris said. “I will never
forget that it was the combination of
my students’ loyalty and the intervention
of the Union that enabled me to get my
job back.”

(Left) Chris Searle recently.
(Top right) On the second day of the strike,
students marched from east London to
Trafalgar Square in protest at his sacking.
(Bottom right) Chris with Bangladeshi
students at Langdon Park School,
Poplar, 1975.

and powerful sending young, mostly
working class, people to their deaths.”
The autobiography describes
Chris’ life against the backdrop of
Rosenberg’s influence. He has taught
in countries around the world including
Mozambique, the Caribbean and Canada.
A new generation of Stepney Words
Chris is still in touch with many of his
former poetry-writing pupils and, in
June, he appeared on BBC’s The One
Show with a group of them and poet
John Cooper Clarke.
They read from a new collection
of poems by a new generation of
schoolchildren but which follow similar
themes to the original Stepney Words,
about the area in which they live, its
history and its special places.
Stepney Words III is unlikely to
create the waves of the first book in the
1970s, but he says it is equally important.

Inspired by Isaac
Chris has been looking back over
his life in recent months, writing his
autobiography entitled Isaac and I:
A Life in Poetry.
The ‘Isaac’ in the title is the east
London poet Isaac Rosenberg, who has
been an inspiration to Chris since he
discovered his work while at university
in Manchester.
Rosenberg died in 1918 on the
Western Front in France aged 28, just
months before the end of the First World
War, having already published his poetry
and exhibited his paintings.
“I had wonderful teachers at school
who had brought poetry alive for me,”
Chris said. “When I started reading Isaac
Rosenberg, I was deeply touched by the
suffering of the soldiers.
“The murder of young people by the
elite, the generals who were mostly rich

Long live rebellious teachers
“Teachers are not going to succumb
to edict. Long live rebelliousness of
teachers, long live their commitment to
creativity and beauty,” Chris said.
A cricket and jazz fan, he has written
books on both subjects, and writes a jazz
column in the Morning Star. The number
of books he has written and edited tops
the 50 mark, and he won the Martin
Luther King Prize for The Forsaken Lover:
White Words and Black People.
Writing about himself, he said, was
quite different: “I found it extraordinary,
it’s about events that happened 40 or 50
years ago, I’m quite an old geezer now!
“I’m a teacher, I’m a lifelong teacher,
I love teaching, I think it’s the most
wonderful job in the world. Looking
back on my life I think it’s the only thing
I could have done.”

The first poem
This anonymous poem was left
on a desk in the classroom when
Chris first asked his pupils to write
about how they saw themselves.
It became the preface of the
anthology of poems, Stepney
Words, that was published in May
1971 and led to his dismissal.
I am just a boy
with a lot of dreams
But what’s the point
I won’t get nowhere
I’m just ordinary
nothing special just
ordinary
Got no chance in this
world unless you’re
clever
Which I’m not

(Above) A cartoon from The Guardian,
10 March 1972.
(Below) A local newspaper report in
June 1971 about Chris’ sacking. The
reporter, Steve Nice, later became
famous as Steve Harley, lead singer
with Cockney Rebel.

Isaac and I: A Life in
Poetry is published by
Five Leaves Publications
and costs £11.99. ISBN
978-1-910170-43-4.
Royalties go to Unicef.
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She’s Twumptastic!

Union people

Shannon Davies teaches in Greenwich and was one of the organisers
of the London Women’s March in January. Originally from America,
she is a vocal campaigner against US President Donald Trump.
What do you love about teaching?
I love that we have a long-term
influence on young people, the
confidence we give them and
knowledge we instill stays with them.
A good teacher can steer a child down
a positive path with a bright future.
What do you love about being in
the Union?
Knowing there is a support system of
like-minded people who want what is
best for students as well as teachers.
I always have someone who will
advocate for me if I need it.
What have you been up to lately?
This summer, I was contacted by
organisers of an anti-Trump pop-up
bar to help get the word out and make
protest signs for outside the venue.
I dressed up as Captain America
(right) on Twump Bar opening night

students to feel like my classroom is a
safe learning environment, no matter
who they are or where they come from.

to demonstrate the qualities that he
doesn’t have: kindness, helpfulness
and honesty. All the money raised
went to charities that support causes
he has been working against, such as
Syrian refugees, LGBT+ and general
human rights. Visit twumpsbar.co.uk

Tell us something we don’t know.
As a teenager, I was a drum major
and conducted a marching band for
George W Bush. I don’t drink alcohol.
I’ve donated eggs to a friend, but
would also like children of my own in
the future. Despite being a terrible
cook, I would like to own a
restaurant. Lucky for
me, my wife is
an amazing
cook!

What’s important to you right now?
Making sure my voice is heard and I am
part of the resistance against Trump
and his bigoted agenda. I want all my

No end in sight for funding squeeze
Warwick Mansell is a
freelance education
journalist and former
TES correspondent.
Read his blog at
teachers.org.uk/
blogs/web-editor-1

WHO would be an education secretary
in the wake of Michael Gove?
It is possible to feel a smidgen of
pity for Justine Greening as she seeks
to make sense of what, it becomes
clearer by the day, is a chaotic legacy
from her predecessor-but-one.
The past year has seen Greening
taking a more pragmatic approach to
reform than either the broad-brush
zealotry of Gove or the unexpectedly
dogmatic – and ultimately unsuccessful
– “all must be academies” line of the
minister she replaced, Nicky Morgan.

Greening has overseen a string of
U-turns on bad policies – forced resits
for pupils who had done badly in Key
Stage 2 SATs, non-compulsory sex
education, reserved places for parents
on school governing bodies.
But one issue looms over the
next few months for Greening and
education policy: funding.
Jolted into action by the election
result and the traction the School
Cuts website generated with worried
parents, Greening announced in July
an “extra” £1.3 billion a year for schools
over the next two years, though it is
coming from her own wider education
budget, rather than the Treasury.
But the detail of how finances are
to be divided up between schools,
through the national funding formula,
was still to be announced as we went to
press. Whatever happens, no end is in
sight to the funding squeeze.

Away from funding, this looks like
a quiet period for policy. Hurrah, many
will say.
However, thousands of schools
are now academies and, after Morgan’s
attempt last year to force the policy on
thousands more happily foundered,
arguably there is now a vacuum in
terms of strategic thinking about
how to make England’s fragmented
structures at least less problematic.
In the past 18 months, ministers
have pledged to look into school
admissions, alternative provision,
qualified teacher status, governance
arrangements in academies and the
role of local authorities in education. It
is unclear, however, when, if at all, any of
these inquiries will report.
Funding and fragmentation seem
enough to be getting on with, then.
But whether Greening will address the
latter remains to be seen.
The Teacher: Sept/Oct 2017
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Music has been one of the first subjects to suffer as
a result of education budget cuts – and our children
stand to miss out as a consequence.

The much-loved Lambeth Music Festival is held every year at the Royal Festival Hall, London

Photo by Chris Huning

Let the music play
Words by Laraine Clay

TEACHING music in schools is not just
about learning how to play an instrument.
It’s all part of inspiring a love of learning,
says music teacher Jess Edwards.
And, she adds, the only way of doing
this is to broaden the curriculum and
provide proper levels of funding.
The NEU: NUT section executive
member has been teaching in the south
London borough of Lambeth for 11
years, six of which have been teaching
music. She plays the violin as well as other
instruments, but teaches ‘whole class’
music in a primary school.
“It is such an enriching thing for
children to do,” she told the Teacher. “The
wider range of experiences that children
have, the more they are able to think in
a much wider way than if they are just
learning things for tests.
“Music is one of these experiences
– it can cognitively help them. They are
playing together as a unit, and can come
20
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up with something that they have all
created together. These sort of things make
you a rounded individual.”
She added that music can easily be
incorporated into other subjects such as
history, English and even maths.
“Academically, it’s a good subject. If
we had a rounded curriculum that was
based on inspiring a love of learning in
children, we would have more opportunity
to include music in different subjects.
Music needs to be properly funded and be
part of a broad and rich curriculum.”
She added: “We need an education
system where teachers get together to say
what is important for children, not where
the Government says what is important.”
Music is still a priority in most
Lambeth Schools, with opportunities to
take part in many high-profile events.
These opportunities are delivered by
the Lambeth Music Network, of which
the lead organisation is the Lambeth

Music is such an
enriching thing
for children. The
wider range of
experiences they
have, the more
they are able to
think in a much
wider way than
if they are just
learning things
for tests.

Music Service. One of these partners is
In Harmony Lambeth, which works with
schools in the north of the borough.
Life-changing love of music
In Harmony is inspired by El Sistema,
which started in Venezuela and saw the
creation of the now world-famous Simón
Bolivar Youth Orchestra.
It encapsulates Jess’ belief in the
importance of including music in the
curriculum and aims to introduce children
to new ideas and people, and encourage
social skills. “We have had brilliant success
with it in Lambeth,” she said.
Another highlight is the Lambeth
Music Festival, which is held every year
at the Royal Festival Hall.
“It’s fantastic. You have a thousand
juniors and a thousand infants all singing
along. They just love it and look forward to
it from one year to the next,” Jess said.
Contact Lambeth Music Service on
020 7091 1240, visit lambethmusic.co.uk
or email info@lambethmusic.co.uk
Visit In Harmony Lambeth at
inharmonylambeth.co.uk
Working with the Musicians’ Union
The NEU: NUT section believes children
are missing out due to the narrow
curriculum that defines the build-up to
the SATs tests in year 6. In a Union survey
of 2,300 members conducted after this
year’s tests, 95 per cent thought that the
demands of SATs reduced pupils’ access to
a broad and balanced curriculum, and had
a particularly negative effect on children
with special needs and disabilities.
The Union is a sponsor of the
educational charity Music for Youth,
which provides free opportunities for
musicians aged four to 21.
The Union also works in partnership
with the Musicians’ Union (MU) to
promote music education. Members of
each union are able to join the other on
reduced rates and take advantage of the
benefits and services offered. The MU
website has a resource pack for musicians
who teach, as well as a teachers’ section.
Visit themu.org/advice-downloads/
education or email teachers@themu.org
The Union and MU are sponsoring
the Music and Drama Education Expo
in Manchester on 4 October. The free
conference for music and drama teachers
is being held at the Hilton Manchester
Deansgate Hotel from 9am-5pm.
Visit musicanddramaeducation
expo.co.uk/Manchester or email expo@
rhinegold.co.uk

Lucy hugs her guitar during a music session at Sunbeams

Music therapy for
adults and kids
THE power of music to heal has
been the guiding principle for a
charity in Cumbria set up to improve
the health and wellbeing of people
with special needs.
The Sunbeams Music Trust
was founded in 1992 by local
harpist and singer Annie Mawson,
providing therapeutic music
sessions for children and adults.
Teams of specialist community
musicians visit care homes, day
centres, special schools and other
community centres where they run
live music sessions involving singing,
dance and movement, and playing
instruments.
Around 1,400 people a month,
aged three months to 106 years,

Luiz, who plays in the Sunbeams band,
Wrong Direction

take part in the sessions and last year
the trust opened the purpose-built
Sunbeams Centre, near Penrith,
where another 1,400 people a
month enjoy the music.
Annie said: “We see the
transformational effects of music on
children every day. It improves their
physique, posture, wellbeing and
breathing. We have children with
some awful syndromes, but it can
calm and soothe them.”
She says it also helps children
learning English as a second
language: “We have quite a few
Polish children and singing helps
with their language improvement
and pronunciation.”
A longstanding member of the
NUT, Annie became interested in
music therapy while teaching at a
special needs school.
“Most children had severe
learning difficulties and several were
selective mutes, but communicated
by singing.”
She also used to teach maths
through singing and she said “the
children just shone”.
When the school was closed
in the move to include special
needs children in mainstream
education, Annie said she was
contacted by many of the parents
who were desperate for their
children to keep benefiting from
the music sessions. That was when
she started Sunbeams.
Twenty-five years on she is still
leading music sessions along with
her staff of graduate musicians.
Visit sunbeamsmusic.org
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Deliver these thoughts as speeches to the nation
(you mustn’t waste time with co-operation)
and that’s the path you should try to tread
if the job you’re going for is: Head of Ofsted.
Poem by Michael Rosen
Illustration by Dan Berry
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Teacher workload is at unprecedented levels
and is the key issue affecting their working lives.
We take a look at the pilot schemes finding practical
ways to tackle the problem.

Staying afloat
Words by Emily Jenkins

THE most recent Department for
Education (DfE) workload survey showed
classroom teachers working on average
54.4 hours a week. As a result, far too many
are being forced out of the profession.
Exhausted, dispirited teachers are not
what children want or deserve. And the
toll on the health and home life of teachers
is immeasurable.
The National Education Union
(NEU) is making it a top priority to tackle
excessive workload in the months ahead.
At a national level, the Union continues to
press for the Government to take action
to reduce the burden of unnecessary
bureaucracy, that does not add to teaching
or learning but is, instead, driven by a
punitive accountability regime.
Tackling problems at ground level
Union members locally are also
taking steps to bring about concrete
improvements at school level, by acting
collectively and tackling the many causes
of excessive workload.
At the beginning of this year, the
Teacher reported on a new initiative in
Nottingham called
the Fair Workload
Charter –
the joint
creation

of the NUT division in Nottingham City
and the local Education Improvement
Board (EIB).
The charter provides a framework
for schools in Nottingham City to
examine the driving forces behind
excessive workload in each school, and
starts discussions between school unions
and heads by providing a framework for
reducing workload.
Before the charter, Nottingham 		
schools were facing severe problems of

teacher recruitment and retention, and
excessive workload was proving to be one
of the main causes.
Sheena Wheatley, Division Secretary
of NUT Nottingham City, helped devise
the charter.
“It all started when we met to
discuss recruitment and retention with
the representatives of the EIB and other
teacher trade unions,” Sheila said.
“In the first 30 minutes of the
meeting, it became clear that there was
one major issue – workload. We started to
look at workload in various schools and
talked to members of different unions.
“We realised that lots of school
leadership had not understood that there
were new orders from the DfE.
“So, we established the Fair
Workload Charter. Adopting it means
adopting a fair workload attitude, in
line with DfE guidance. It sets out what
teachers and other staff can expect from
schools that sign up to it.
“Each school in Nottingham will
get an EIB Fair Workload logo in their
advertisements and publicity. The charter
mark means that staff will need to be
Continued on
page 26
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Teachers
were marking
extended writing
every week –
which takes
forever. So we
stripped that
back to every
other week, to
give more time
to turn books
around.
Jess Foster, Nottingham

Continued from page 25
listened to, and that there are mechanisms
for monitoring and complaint. If leadership
is not found to be adhering to the charter’s
principles, the mark will be taken away.”
The charter, still in its first year, has
already proved to be such a success that
other divisions around the country have
adopted its approach.
The NUT set up a pilot group
involving eight divisions from across
the country to explore ways to challenge
workload. We spoke to some of them
about their experiences so far.
‘Really honest’ working hours audit
Jess Foster is a teacher at Westglade
Primary in Nottingham City. As the
first area to adopt the charter, teachers
in local schools are already feeling a
positive difference.
“Our head teacher had heard about
the charter and so brought the idea to staff
to see what we thought,” Jess said. “There
were a significant number of staff who
were working long hours and wanted to
find a way to manage that a little better.”
The staff agreed and the first step
Jess and her colleagues took was to do a
comprehensive audit of how many hours
they were working
“We did a questionnaire – we had to
be really, really honest; how many hours at
26
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school, at home, and what kind of things
we were spending our time on,” she said.
From that, discussions about
individual workloads could take place
before changes were suggested and made.
Change the way you plan and teach
“There are things we’ve put into the whole
school – we’ve structurally changed the
way we plan and teach,” Jess said.
“For example, teachers were marking
extended writing every week – which takes
forever. So we stripped that back to every
other week, so that gives you some more
time to turn the books around.”
However, every decision was done
in consultation with staff and so changes
were only made with their agreement.
“We looked at our marking but
most staff felt that what they were doing
had a positive impact on the children, so
although it took up time, we didn’t want it
taken away,” Jess said. “It’s good that way
because it means you have ownership over
your time and workload.”
Asked if there had been any
downfalls, she said: “It’s made an extra job
for the head teacher! But it has made her
more aware of who is doing those hours
and what we can do to help support them.
Still a work in progress
“What is difficult about the charter is
that, although it’s a great thing, there are
still pressures and expectations from
Government. We’ve got to manage our
workload and stay within these certain
hours, but the pressures haven’t changed.
It’s hard.
“It’s a work in progress. There are still
people working ridiculous hours but that
can be choice. For example, I’ll go out with
the kids at lunchtime and eat my lunch
with them, but that’s my choice. Still, I’m
more aware of it now, and I’m doing less
work at home.”
Would she recommend it to other
schools? “It’s really useful but it’s got to be
flexible so schools can make it work for
them,” Jess said. “It can’t be forced upon
staff, it needs to come from discussion and
understanding. But overall it’s been a really
positive thing.”
Following Nottingham’s lead
Jane Nellist and Chris Denson are joint
secretaries at Coventry NUT. After
hearing about the work in Nottingham,
they decided to explore a charter for local
schools. The Coventry Workload Charter
will be launched in September.
“We were very happy to be asked

to be a part of the NUT workload pilot
group,” Chris told the Teacher. “For several
years, the major concern for members
when we did meetings in schools was
workload. Something had to be done.”

teaching deciding to leave after only a
few years, there is an undeniable case
that workload is having an impact on
recruitment and retention.”
Even though the charter is only just
being implemented, Chris said the work
done so far is already making a difference.
“It has helped us to look at workload
in a more strategic way, across groups of
schools, across Multi-Academy Trusts
(MATs) and across the whole division to
develop a cohesive plan,” he said.
“Where reps have taken up the
baton, we have already seen gains in
terms of overuse of rarely cover, Planning,
Presentation and Assessment (PPA)
allocation, directed time, teaching
hours, extra duties, marking policies and
appraisal policies.
“Where head teachers are keen to be
a ‘charter’ school, they are looking to make
changes so they can meet the criteria.”
Transparency about expectations
However, as Jane points out, the
biggest issue schools face is the Ofsted
accountability regime.
“Members, and often head teachers
too, know that the majority of the
workload does not help the children; it is
box ticking,” she said.
“But the work that we have done is
starting to break the stranglehold that
workload has on our members. One of
the issues that has become apparent is that
head teachers and leaders have not always
been clear on what it is their teachers are
expected to do.
“The charter exposes this and
attempts to ensure that there is a proper
transparency about what tasks teachers are
expected to do and why they are doing it.”
Both would encourage other divisions
to get involved.
“Just ask us and we are happy to
support,” Jane said. “Already, we have
shared our charter and associated work
with other associations who are developing
it in their own areas. The task now is to
ensure that, contractually, all teachers are
working in a job that ensures they can
thrive and do the best for all their pupils.”

Jane agreed. “This is an important
time,” she said. “With teaching no longer
being seen as an attractive job for
young graduates, and an increasing
number of those who are already

Time wasted on paperwork
One of the areas Coventry and
Nottingham are sharing their work with
is Barnsley.
Nicola Fitzpatrick is NUT Division
Secretary. Although it’s still in the early
stages, the division hopes to launch its own
workload charter in the autumn term.
In Barnsley, initial work focused on

Nicola Fitzpatrick, Barnsley

Jane Nellist, Coventry

getting support from the council and key
heads. The division is now giving support
to NUT reps, so they can use the charter
framework to make improvements in
their schools.
“I love my job and the bit I love is
being in front of the children – not the
reams and reams of repetitive paperwork.
That’s a waste of time,” Nicola said.
Local councillors keen to help
When Nicola heard about the charter,
she and her members decided to take
it to a local councillor in the hope of
getting support so that head teachers
would see that the initiative had a wide
range of backing.
Continued on page 28
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Latest guidance on
managing workload

Jess Foster,
teacher at
Westglade
Primary School
in Nottingham

Continued from page 27
“We wanted to show our councillor
something positive and do something
proactive,” Nicola told the Teacher.
“So, we floated the workload charter
by him and he was immediately really keen
and wanted to get involved.
“We spoke then to other trade union
groups and they were on board, then
together we did a presentation to our
members, local councillors, key education
leaders and representatives from primary,
secondary, early years and special needs
to show what we thought a charter could

bring to Barnsley and why we wanted it.
“It was also important to us that the
charter felt jointly owned. So we set up an
independent body, the Barnsley Workload
Board, made up of representatives from all
those groups of people.”
They also conducted a survey
to assess the realities of the workload
situation in local schools.
Senior leaders shocked by survey
“We found a lot of senior leaders were
saying: ‘oh there’s not that problem in
our schools’,” Nicola said. “But when we
showed them the results of the survey –

Where reps have taken up the
baton, we have already seen gains
in terms of overuse of rarely cover,
PPA allocation,
directed time,
teaching hours,
extra duties,
marking
policies and
appraisal
policies.
Chris Denson,
Coventry
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CHECK out the National
Education Union: NUT section’s
workload page, where you will
find guidance and resources on
managing your workload as well
as all the recent DfE reports and
Ofsted clarifications.
Visit teachers.org.uk/
pay-pensions-conditions/
workload
Find the Nottingham
Workload Charter at nottingham
schools.org/wp-content/
uploads/2016/09/53683_
EIB-FAIR-WORKLOADCHARTER-2PP_6.pdf

how many hours teachers worked, how
many wanted to leave, and how many
teachers felt that marking was the key
thing that took up most of their time –
they were shocked.”
Nicola, as part of the workload
board, is now in the process of drafting a
charter specifically for Barnsley, as well as
engaging with local reps about what will
work in their schools, and helping deliver
training for NEU activists on how to tackle
workload in their schools.
“It’s important we create something
that works for us. For example, we think
an annual survey needs to be done by
schools involved with the charter, as well
as workload impact assessments whenever
there is a change of policy in areas like
marking, assessment or data collection.
“We all see it as extremely important
and we want it to have a really big effect
on recruitment, retention and the working
conditions of our teachers.”
Time wasted on paperwork
If these stories have made you think
about what you could do about excessive
workload, call a meeting with all members
and talk about specific improvements you
can see that would help.
Information from the Workload
Charters, the DfE guidance and NEU
information can all help with ideas about
what needs to change. Then take this to
your leadership to start a conversation
about taking steps to improve workload.
If you need support, contact your
NEU region, your Division Secretary or
email organising@neu.org.uk

Discounted Home Insurance
for members

£113
From

10% of new customers paid £113 or less for buildings and contents combined May ‘17 – Jul ‘17.

0800 756 8219
LV.com/NUT

Big discounts on comprehensive Breakdown Cover

Save £42
up to

up to 3953
0800 022
Saving of £42.99, LV= £72, RAC £114.99. Saving based on NUT LV= Britannia Rescue comprehensive level of cover
compared to the nearest equivalent level of cover from RAC. Competitor price includes any discounts and promotions
available on 14/07/2017 as quoted on provider website and are based on annual payment vehicle cover only.

Good value, great values
For Text Phone first dial 18001. Mon-Fri 8am-8pm, Sat 9am-5pm, Sun 10am-4pm. Calls may be recorded.
NUT acts as an Introducer Appointed Representative to the Liverpool Victoria group of companies for General Insurance.
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A portrait of artist
Sophie Morgan,
by Tanya Raabe,
2011, part of
her Revealing
Culture: Head
On series of
events at
Tate Modern
and Tate
Liverpool.
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This year’s UK Disability History Month celebrates
disability and art, and encourages teachers to bring the
issues of equality and integration into the classroom.

Art unlimited
Words by Richard Rieser

PHYSICAL and mental impairment is
part of the human condition.
Throughout history, attitudes based
on superstition, religious belief and false
science have erected barriers. These led
to forced death, sterilisation, segregation,
bullying, deification, miracle cures, mirth,
pity or charity.
There have always been disabled
artists, as well as disabled people featuring
in art. Examining this art helps us to
understand how attitudes have changed
and promotes acceptance of difference.
In great art, and creating great art
This year’s UK Disability History Month
(UKDHM) celebrates disability and art.
Renaissance artists Michelangelo and
Leonardo da Vinci have been identified
as being on the autistic spectrum, with
obsessive focus, breadth of interest and
unsociable character. Maybe this enabled
them to achieve what others could not.
Sarah Biffen, born with no arms in
1784, learned to draw and paint using
her armpit to hold the brush. She was
exhibited in freak shows, until an earl saw
her talent and funded her art lessons. She
even painted a portrait of Queen Victoria.
Goya’s deafness and mental health
influenced his later art; while Monet’s
cataracts impacted his vision, but he still
painted beautiful views of water lilies.
Toulouse Lautrec had a genetic

and Georgia O’Keeffe, while Picasso was
affected by depression.
Hogarth and Otto Dix used disability
as a metaphor for social disintegration.

impairment, preventing his legs
developing. He spent much time in
bed while growing up, perfecting his
drawing skills.
Frida Kahlo (Marxism Will Give
Health to the Sick, below left) contracted
polio and later damaged her spine and
pelvis in an accident. Her wonderful
paintings encompass her impairments,
politics and culture.
More recently, Tanya Raabe and Riva
Lehrer (66 Degrees, above), who have
physical impairments, both paint disabled
people with a relaxed dignity, as part of a
conscious Disability Arts Movement. And
Yinka Shonibare, a polio survivor, is an
award-winning mainstream artist.
The perspective and insight of many
artists were shaped by their schizophrenia
or bi-polar conditions, including Vincent
Van Gogh (Self-Portrait with Bandaged
Ear, below), Sigrid Hjertén, Edvard
Munch, August Natterer, Unica Zürn

The vital role of schools
A social model approach says that
disability is caused by the way society
is organised, rather than by a person’s
impairment or difference.
Under the Equality Act, all schools
and colleges have a duty to eliminate
discrimination and harassment and to
promote disability equality. It requires
us to identify and remove barriers, make
reasonable adjustments and provide
individual support for disabled students
to achieve their potential.
Resources for teachers
UKDHM would like schools to bring
disability into assemblies, art and design,
citizenship and other subjects. Resources
are available at ukdhm.org/2017-2/2017disability-and-the-visual-arts
UKDHM is working with disabled
arts group Shape and the National
Disability Arts Collection and Archive,
cataloguing anywhere that the disability
movement is expressed creatively. Visit
ndaca.org.uk and email details of your
events to rlrieser@gmail.com
Richard Rieser is a consultant on inclusive
education and disability equality.

One-day
conference

A conference on UKDHM will
be held on 21 October, from
10.30am-4.30pm, at Hamilton
House, London (£20; £10
concessions). UKDHM runs
from 22 November22 December. Visit
ukdhm.org
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Cut her free
from sexual exploitation

Help cut children
free from sexual
exploitation.
Be aware of
the signs.
www.barnardos.org.uk/
cutthemfree

Barnardo’s Registered Charity Nos. 216250 and SC037605
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‘All kids love music’

A class act

Emily Jenkins spoke to Jennifer Cooper, music teacher and Assistant
Head and Expressive Arts lead at The Village School in Brent, which
teaches young people aged 4-19 with Special Educational Needs
and Disabilities (SEND), and found out what makes her a class act.
“IN our school, expressive arts are a
huge thing – it’s one of the areas our
children really excel at.
We often have visitors coming
to school – professional musicians,
volunteers or teachers from around
the country who want to shadow us
and see what we do.
Self-expression through music
Lessons start at 9am and my day
will typically involve a series of
contrasting classes.
My first lesson could be a class
of secondary age children who have
profound and multiple learning
difficulties, which means the majority
will be in wheelchairs or have a sensory
impairment. We introduce them to all
sorts of musical experiences to help
them find self-expression.
It can be a challenge, but all
kids love music. No matter how low

The Village
School in
Brent, which
teaches young
people aged
4-19 with
SEND

the developmental level of the
children I’m working with, they
show some response. And that is
wonderfully rewarding.
That might be followed by a class
of Early Years autistic children. Many
struggle to concentrate for more than
a few seconds. But music is a good way
to communicate.
Performing for the community
I love showing others what our children
are capable of. One lunchtime a week,
I run a school band and we’ll go out to
competitions like Music for Youth.
We also go to other schools and
perform in assemblies.
It’s important that people
don’t always see our students
as children who need to be
helped. Our pupils have such
joy and passion in what they
do. It gives them a social life and
boosts their self-esteem to have
other people acknowledge they’re
good at something.
Paperwork is worth it!
A lot of my management
time is spent organising
additional projects – for
example, last year we

had a professional beat boxer and
singer come into school to work
with students.
It’s loads of organisational work,
but it makes such a difference that the
paperwork is worth it.
Busy evenings
Teaching finishes at 3pm and then
between 3-5pm it’s paperwork and
meetings. I try to leave school at
3.45pm on Tuesdays and Fridays and
go to the cinema or a have drink with
my husband.
On other evenings, I’m mostly
home working late. I’m also Health and
Safety Advisor for Brent NUT so I need
to find time to fit that in as well.
My favourite part of the job
is being with the children. I would
never go for a role where I couldn’t do
that anymore.
When you’re in a room with them
and you see them gaining from the
things that you’re doing – that’s the
biggest reward.”

How was your day?
If you know someone who’s
a class act, email details to
teacher@neu.org.uk
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Ask the Union

No PM objectives,
no pay progression?

comes in October, will I be able to
move up the pay scale?

I HAVE been employed since 7
November last year on a temporary
contract. The head asked me to a
meeting shortly after my appointment
to set performance management (PM)
objectives but it was then cancelled.
Nothing was done to rearrange it
and objectives can’t be set now as the
end of the year has come and gone.
When this year‘s PM meeting

It’s clearly unfair to deny progression
because your appraisal wasn’t properly
conducted or wasn’t completed
through no fault of your own.
Any decision made should
take into account the head’s failure
to set objectives. The school is still
statutorily required to carry out a pay
assessment following the rules set
out in the School Teachers Pay and

Conditions document (STPCD). It
is required to consider whether you
should receive pay progression and
to take account of your performance
as assessed in your appraisal. There is
nothing in the STPCD which allows
schools to deny progression because
objectives were not set for your
appraisal. Your performance will still
have to be considered in the absence
of objectives.
We would advise you to challenge
any attempt not to give you pay
progression, given the situation you
describe. If that happens, you can find
further advice on how to appeal at the
link given below.
Talk to your NEU: NUT section
representative. If you do not have a
rep on site, call the Adviceline on 0203
0066 266, email nutadviceline@neu.
org.uk or you can find guidance at
teachers.org.uk/paytoolkit

Pay progression while
on maternity leave

Pay essentials
Sept 2017 cost of living increase
The Government has implemented
a two per cent uplift to the main
pay range and one per cent to all
other pay and allowance ranges.
The National Education Union and
others have advised that all pay scale
points and allowances should be
increased as above — see teachers.
org.uk
Pay progression
Pay progression should remain
separate from the cost of living
increase. Make sure your appraisal
objectives are reasonable and
achievable.
Every school and academy
must have a policy, setting out how
pay progression decisions are made.
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Criteria must be objective and clear
and policies include an appeals
process for challenging unfair or
discriminatory decisions.
You and your colleagues can
work together to secure fair pay
outcomes by using the pay toolkit at
teachers.org.uk
Pay appeals
Many members turned down for
progression go on to secure their
progression by appealing. Use the
appeals toolkit at teachers.org.uk
Further support
Speak to your NEU: NUT section rep;
if there is no rep in your school, use
the contact information at teachers.
org.uk to obtain advice.

I HAVE just returned from taking
maternity leave from April 2016 to
April 2017. As I missed my PM meeting
in October, I was told that I could not
therefore go up the pay scale but that
it could be reviewed on my return.
When I came back, however, my
head of department was very negative
about the idea of me going up the pay
scale because “I hadn’t been there”.
But I had been meeting my objectives,
or on course to do so, before I went on
maternity leave.
Now I am worried about not
getting pay progression this year either.
I feel this is unfair and they are making
it really hard for me to progress.
DfE advice to schools confirms that
teachers on maternity leave are
entitled to consideration for pay
progression in the same way as other
teachers, whether or not they have
returned to work.
Failure to consider progression
can clearly constitute unlawful

Please write
The editor welcomes your questions but reserves the right to edit them. Write to: Ask the Union, The Teacher,
NEU: NUT section, Hamilton House, Mabledon Place, London WC1H 9BD or email teacher@neu.org.uk
Questions for the November/December issue should reach us no later than 30 September.

Unclear, unachievable
objectives given

Courses for the autumn term
Pay progression and appeals
One-day course for NEU: NUT
section reps and local officers.
26 September – NUT Cymru
(specific content for Wales)
28 September – Eastern Region
11 October – Midlands Region
17 October – London Region
Getting behaviour right
This two-part course (in Milton
Keynes) gives a solid grounding in
behaviour theory and puts theories
into a context to allow building of
positive relationships with students.
5-6 October – part one
5 February, 2018 – part two

Using film in the classroom
Practical training, led by specialist
filmmakers, to enhance teaching.
16-17 October – Belton Woods,
near Grantham
2-3 November – Manchester
Quality First Teaching
Two-day course. Making a difference
to the life chances of young people.
2-3 November – venue TBC
Introduction to employment law
One-day course for NUT reps in all
workplaces and for local officers.
7 November – NUT Cymru
5 December – Midlands Region

For more information on all our training and professional development
courses and to book a place, go to teachers.org.uk/learning
discrimination through less favourable
treatment on the basis of gender.
You should pursue last year‘s
failure to give you pay progression now
- making the point that the process for
last year wasn’t completed. The DfE
advice tells schools that they can base
decisions on performance while the
teacher was present during the year
and also take account of performance
in previous years.
If the head teacher refuses to
consider awarding you progression
retrospectively because you have
been on maternity leave, the next step

would be to raise a grievance for less
favourable treatment on the basis of
gender. Your NEU: NUT section rep
will be able to support you.
You should also make it clear
that you expect to be considered for
progression this year. The school will
have an appeals procedure as part of
their pay policy which you can use to
make an appeal against any decision
not to award progression this year.
The NEU pay advice mentioned
on the previous page also includes
detailed information for teachers who
are or have been on maternity leave.

I’VE been told I won’t get pay
progression this year. No concerns
were raised about my performance
during the appraisal period and no
one took any notice of the concerns I
expressed about my objectives, some
of which I thought were unclear or in
practice unachievable.
Nevertheless, I believed I was
on course to get pay progression as I
received no negative feedback during
the year. Now I feel I was set up to fail.
The DfE’s advice states that “the
school should manage the appraisal
process so that there are no surprises
at the end of the year”. It also makes
it clear that managers should provide
feedback during the year on areas
where improvement is needed and
offer support and training.
Questions to be asked include why
your objectives were unattainable, why
your objections were not taken into
account, and how close you came to
meeting the objectives. The DfE says “a
teacher who has made good progress
on, but not quite achieved, a very
challenging objective has performed
better and made a more significant
contribution than a teacher who met in
full a less stretching objective”.
You should appeal on the basis
that it is unfair to deny progression
when support which should have
been provided was not, and that
performance was, in any case,
sufficient to merit progression even
though objectives were not technically
met in full. If other teachers have
had similar experiences, a collective
response may also be appropriate and
effective. Seek support as outlined in
the other situations.
Further guidance is available at
teachers.org.uk/help-and-advice/
self-help/p/pay
DfE advice is at gov.uk/government
/publications/reviewing-and-revisingschool-teachers-pay
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International
Nicaraguan secondary
school classrooms are challenging
environments. Most classes
have up to 50 students seated
in seminar-style chairs. White
boards are the main resource, with
nothing remotely technological.
Classrooms are hot; the only
ventilation comes through open
doors and windows which make
them prone to outside noise.
These limitations forced us
to reassess our heavy reliance on
technology, as we planned and
delivered a two-day conference
for 60 Nicaraguan teachers of
English using mainly markers and
flipchart paper.
They had fun learning how
classroom games build confidence
and knowledge, and took from the
conference new ways of learning
to implement in their classrooms
and share with other teachers in
their schools and regions.

The delegation taught in classes in Nicaragua		

Photo by M. LIN photography

A warm welcome in Nicaragua
Words by Julie Lamin

Fact file
Nicaragua is
the largest but
most sparsely
populated of the
Central American
nations. Nearly
80 per cent of
its population
live on less than
$2 per day.
The Union is
affiliated to
the Nicaragua
Solidarity
Campaign –
visit nicaragua
sc.org.uk

BRITISH teachers are not usually
treated as celebrities. But a
three-week stay in Nicaragua, as
part of an exchange organised by
the NUT, Nicaraguan teachers’
union ANDEN and the country’s
Ministry of Education, gave 11
of us an unexpected 15 minutes
of fame.
We were recognised in
the street, having appeared on
national and regional radio and
television channels. Extended
news features showed us teaching
lessons and delivering professional
development sessions to teachers,
as well as direct interviews.
Coming from the UK,
where teachers are more likely

to be criticised than praised in
the media, it was a pleasant
surprise to be the focus of such
positive coverage.
Resourceful lessons
without resources
Since its return to power in 2007
the Sandinista government, under
the presidency of Daniel Ortega,
has placed education centre stage.
The latest step in ensuring
secondary school students are
prepared for the future is to
increase the focus on learning
English. Our role was to share with
Nicaraguan teachers the everyday
good practice of UK Modern
Languages classrooms.

Walking the walk
Following a week’s stay in the
capital city, Managua, we travelled
in pairs to Masaya, Granada,
Carazo, Chinandega and Esteli,
where we lived with families and
were attached to schools.
As we wanted to walk the
walk as well as talk the talk, we
taught grades seven to ten (ages 12
to 17), to show how the practice,
pedagogy and methodology
familiar to UK teachers can work
in Nicaraguan secondary schools.
A rewarding exchange
Why would we spend three
weeks of a summer holiday
teaching in more challenging
conditions than in the UK?
Seeing the determination
with which Nicaraguans are
putting a history of war and
deprivation behind them to focus
on a future in which education
is the key to progress, made
this a rewarding and gratifying
exchange, as was witnessing
what can be achieved when
the teachers’ union and the
department of education work
in harmony.
The Teacher: Sept/Oct 2017
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Apps

Websites

Duolingo

How Stuff Works

SUITABLE
for beginners
or more
experienced
speakers
of foreign
languages, this free app allows the
user to set their own time goals,
notifying them when to complete
revision exercises and tests to earn
gems, work through levels, and gain
‘health’ – giving it a familiar feel to
game-based apps.
There are (skippable) adverts
and in-app purchases to contend
with but, with the ability to test the
user’s pronunciation along with
listening, reading and writing skills,
and the ability to chat to bots, this
app is well worth downloading.
Nick Schober
Duolingo. Free. Available on iOS,
Android and Windows Phones

NASA
ALL students
seem to love
space. This
app’s easy
to navigate
menu allows
the user to
jump straight to images, TV and
radio, videos, current and historical
missions and featured articles. The
images and videos are fascinating
for all ages but some of the more
detailed information about the
missions may be more suited to
A-level students.
Much of the information is
available online, but NASA have
neatly included this in the app,
alongside features like being able
to track the International Space
Station in real-time, while watching
live video feed from on-board.
Nick Schober
NASA. Free. Available on iOS, Android,
Apple TV, Kindle, Fire TV

If you have websites or apps
useful to teachers or pupils that
you think we should review, or you
would like to become a reviewer,
email teacher@neu.org.uk
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INITIALLY an online compendium of
informative articles, How Stuff Works
also boasts a popular range of podcasts
and a YouTube channel.
Focussing mostly on science,
health and technology issues, there’s a
fair amount of human behaviour
and social science-related content
too. It’s easy to browse its back
catalogue, or you can catch up

with the most recent and currently
trending content.
Aside from a few quizzes, content
is mostly text-based, and the target
audience seems a little older than your
average KS3/4 students. Nevertheless,
there’s plenty to stimulate a healthy
PSHE or tutor session.
Joseph Allen
howstuffworks.com

Teaching Ideas
WHO doesn’t like free teaching resources? This
website has lots without the need for registration.
Resources are engaging and there is some
degree of subject variety. Primary teachers may
find themselves accommodated more extensively
than secondary though.
The site’s search function works well, allowing
users to filter by various criteria, including age
group and subject, whilst the preview provides
handy thumbnails of resources prior to download.
Joseph Allen
teaching ideas.co.uk

Mental Floss
A WIDE-RANGING and interesting
website, although a little confusing to
use at times.
There are some good articles,
suitable for use with secondary
students, although they are difficult to
find. This is also true of their quizzes: it is
easy to complete quiz after quiz, but for
‘teacher-friendly’ questionnaires there
are better websites available.
The website does, however, neatly
summarise areas that students may

find interesting, and can allow them to
expand their knowledge base about
topics they may not cover in school.
Nick Schober
mentalfloss.com

Books for teachers
The Artful Educator
SUE Cowley’s international bestseller,
Getting the Buggers to Behave, has
become a go-to manual for new and
practicing teachers alike.
Similarly, The Artful Educator is
jam-packed with ideas, approaches and
practical methods for activities in your
classroom. It’s also written in a simple,
accessible form so that readers can dip
in easily for ideas. A must-read for artful
educators everywhere.
Aliss Langridge
The Artful Educator: Creative, Imaginative and
Innovative Approaches to Teaching by Sue
Cowley. Crown House. Paperback. £16.99

Kids’ books
Knighthood for
Beginners

DAVE, the only
dragon ever to
fail the Dragon
Certificate
exam, sets
off to achieve
his dream of
becoming a
knight. With
plenty of entertaining adventures
and quirky illustrations, it’s
suitable for children aged seven
years and up.

Cindy Shanks
Knighthood for Beginners by Elys
Dolan. Oxford University Press

Positive Body Image for Kids

Paperback. £6.99

TODAY’S media climate, with its distorted
images and advertising, can leave children
developing insecurities and low self-esteem
from a young age. This invaluable book for
KS2 pupils seeks to redress the balance
by empowering and educating children to
become more confident and healthier in a
series of 16 step-by-step sessions.
It offers training materials for staff
workshops including a presentation that
can be downloaded for a whole school
approach. There are training materials for
pupil workshops so this approach can be
taken on board at home.
In addition to the detailed lesson plans and photocopiable resources, there
are useful websites and contacts for children and adults.

THIS beautiful
book covers
aspects of journal
creation, followed
by resources
including
colourful collage
papers, speech
bubbles and stickers. Packed
with ideas for paper craft, creative
writing and art projects, it’s a great
present for any age.

Cindy Shanks
Positive Body Image for Kids by Dr Ruth Macconville.
Jessica Kingsley Publishers. Paperback. £22.99

The Teacher’s Guide to SEN
THIS book is a superb introduction to the subject and
offers guidance and advice on how to include all learners
with SEN. Of significant importance is how to modify
teaching and modes of learning in such a way as to be
inclusive and embracing. Case studies, probing questions
and key facts are presented for consideration. Ideas
offered can be used with all learners and demonstrates
how ‘reasonable adjustments’ can be made.
This is an essential guide and should be in every
school’s staff library.
Len Parkyn
The Teacher’s Guide to SEN by Natalie Packer.
Crown House Publishing. Paperback. £18.99

Journal Sparks

Elli Rhodes
Journal Sparks by Emily K Neuburger.
Storey. £12.99

Bigfoot, Tobin & Me

LEMONADE
Liberty Witt
moves to the
wilds of Bigfoot
country to
live with her
grandfather after
her mum dies.
This unusual,
funny story is for KS2 readers who
like witty, well-written characters
and something out of the ordinary
to read about. Fast paced, realistic
dialogue with important themes
threaded in. Highly recommended.

Elli Rhodes
Bigfoot, Tobin & Me by Melissa Savage.
Chicken House. Paperback. £6.99
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Letters

A determined woman
I READ the latest edition of the Teacher
with interest, particularly the article
outlining the history of the NUT.
The author states that, as a result
of the 1940 Education Act, women
would no longer be forced to give up
their job on marriage.
This should have read that women
could no longer be forced to relinquish
their job – a big difference.
My grandmother taught in a
number of primary schools in Wiltshire,
Dorset and Buckinghamshire as a
married woman, from 1919 until her
retirement in the 1950s. My father
remembered her identifying those
authorities which would accept her
applications, despite being married.
She must have been a very strong
and determined woman – leaving her
husband behind in 1919 and taking
her four children (the youngest a
toddler) and setting up in a new
teaching job by herself. Her husband
re-joined her later.

Unfortunately, she died before I
was old enough to ask all the questions
I would loved to have asked her.
Helen Andrews, Grantham

Not in NUT’s name?
I WAS shocked and disappointed to
read in the July/August magazine
about a prominent NUT contingent on
a demonstration supporting abortion
rights in Birmingham in May, outside
the March for Life Festival UK.
Those NUT members are, of
course, free to demonstrate in a
personal capacity in favour of
‘a woman’s right to choose’. But I feel
it is wrong that they do so in the name
of the NUT.
They cannot presume that all
members agree with their view. There
are many NUT members, including
myself, and parents of the children they
teach, who feel strongly that an unborn
child’s right to life is the priority here.
Let’s not forget that every
woman has the right to choose to

use contraception and, if she did
so responsibly, this would rarely be
an issue.
Please let our Union be neutral in
divisive issues like this one.
Name and address withheld
Rosamund McNeil, NEU Assistant
General Secretary for equalities
and social justice, writes: The Union
supports the principle that women
must have control over their own lives
and that access to safe abortion in the
event of an unwanted pregnancy is
a choice every woman should have,
wherever she lives.
A significant majority of the
population support a woman’s right
to choose whether to proceed with
a pregnancy. The struggle to gain
access to abortion has been part
of wider movement to achieve
equality and emancipation for
women, and autonomy over their
lives and their bodies.
Union policy is decided by
delegates to national conference
each year.

Teacher’s pet

Supply loses its appeal

LET the cat out of the bag or
watch the birdie! This is your
chance to show off your pets
and tell us a little bit about them.
We kick things off with ninemonth-old miniature lop rabbits
Barney and Walter, the teacher’s
pets of Bethnal Green member
Talim Arab.
He writes: “They are fully grown
and weigh approximately 1kg.
They are toilet trained and love the
occasional piece of banana as a
sweet treat.
“Barney (orange) loves my
laptop and is endlessly fascinated by
the screen, while Walter is obsessed
with the piano and sleeps beside it.
“My students at school are

I ENJOYED reading Laraine Clay’s
article, Finding the best road to travel
(the Teacher July/August), about
alternative teaching options to reduce
stress. Having spent many years on
supply, I loved the flexibility and the
freedom it offered.
Working in more than 40 very
different primary schools (large, small,
urban and rural) it offered a wealth of
experience within the whole primary
age range.
At one time, I would have agreed
that the main advantage of supply was
being able to work whenever and where
I wanted – even choosing my preferred
age group. However, towards the end
of my supply career, I felt out of control
when supply teaching became scarce.
Finally, there wasn’t any choice at all but
to take the scraps of work offered.

Meet Barney and Walter
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fascinated that rabbits, with a lot of
care and interaction, make wonderful
companions and apartment pets.”
n Email your high-resolution
picture, with 50 words about your
pet, to teacher@neu.org.uk

Please write
The editor welcomes your letters but reserves the right to edit them. Write to: Letters, the Teacher, NEU: NUT section,
Hamilton House, Mabledon Place, London WC1H 9BD or email teacher@neu.org.uk
Letters for the November/December issue should reach us no later than 30 September.
Please note we cannot print letters sent in without a name and postal address (or NUT membership number),
although we can withold details from publication if you wish.

I am no longer on supply, but
have friends who are on the breadline
struggling due to lack of work brought
on by budget cuts and the extortionate
fees agencies charge. This isn’t a route
I would recommend in the current
economic climate unless you have a
wealthy partner who can subsidise your
low income.
Cindy Shanks, Todmorden

Half the pay as ‘cover’
I READ with great interest your article
regarding the pros and cons of supply
teaching. Your article suggests that
supply teachers, although finding it
increasingly difficult to find work, are
employed as qualified teachers.
However, the majority of
work offered to fully qualified and
experienced supply teachers is in fact
cover supervisor work. This is paid at
roughly half the supply teacher rate.
We are having to suffer the
consequences of less teaching work
and increasing amounts of cover
supervisor work at half the pay. In other
words, teachers on the cheap.
What is the point in going to
university to gain the appropriate
qualifications when they are continually
undervalued? It is little wonder many
teachers are leaving the profession.
Keith Kendall, Lancaster

Aussie penpal
I AM a 75-year-old ex-teacher
who is now a retiree. I would love
to correspond with a similarly aged
person who would like an oldfashioned penfriend.
I taught early in my career but,
when the children came along, I
became a stay-at-home mum. In my
forties, I went back to university and
graduated with a Master of Education
degree at 53.
I would like to exchange
experiences with a like-minded person.
Judy Sawford, Victoria, Australia
judysawford@hotmail.com

Star letter

Heart-warming humanity
I AM thrilled by the advice you are sharing in support of Syrian refugee
children. I would like to add some of my own experiences, as a primary teacher
in Oxford.
I contacted a local refugee association and was put in contact with a
Syrian family with two young children.
I offer them English lessons once a week. This is just an hour of my time
and one that I look forward to. We do a little bit of phonics and reading and
writing, though most of the session is taken up with making masks, building
origami figures and creating collages.
My school has not taken on any refugees, but the children in my class are
still very aware of the situation. We recently discussed ways we could help and
the class decided they’d like to bring in their own toys and clothes to give as
gifts to local refugee children.
The idea grew and we ended up arranging a collection, bringing in
speakers and arranging a visit to the school by the children I tutor. I taught my
class some Arabic phrases, which they used with our visitors.
It is amazing how the seed of an idea has grown into such a worthwhile
thing. I would strongly encourage others to take up the challenge and look at
ways to support refugee children.
I was so moved by the way my class responded – the warmth and
compassion shown by everyone was heart-warming and a powerful reminder
of the humanity we all share.
Sara Edris, Oxford
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HOLIDAYS ABROAD

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

INSURANCE

BUDAPEST
One bedroom quiet apartment, garden view, newly furnished,
central location, sleeps four.
keszisaunders@hotmail.com

60 x 33

Great deal on pet
insurance for the
readers of
The Teacher

03300 241 849
www.eandl.co.uk/nut

Up to 55% discount

RESOURCES

33,000

retired
teachers read
The Teacher

Why pay
more for
Travel Insurance

WANTED
Violins, Cellos, Bases & Bows

Especially arranged for
readers of The Teacher
and their families

ANTIQUE & OLD
FOR RESTORATION
ANY UNDWANTED
UNLOVED
INSTRUMENTS,
GOOD PRICES PAID
Ring Peter on

07770433509
swords01@hotmail.com

Single trips for
10 days from

£11.00

Annual Worldwide and European
Multi - trips available

Deliver your message to the
largest teaching union in the UK

Call 01727 739 193

to book your ad in

The Teacher

Visit

www.uniontravelservice.co.uk
or call

0344 249 1705
Genesis choice Ltd are an Appointed
Representative of NDI Insurance and
Reinsurance Brokers Ltd who are regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority number 446914

RESOURCES

To Advertise in

The Teacher
Call Jonny at

Century One Publishing

01727 739 193
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TO PLACE YOUR AD

CALL JONNY ON 01727 739 193

RECRUITMENT

TEACHERS REQUIRED
Seeking qualified teachers to teach
motivated pupils on weekday evenings
and/or Saturdays. Great £rates

Primary Years 1 to 6
Secondary Maths
Secondary Science
Secondary English
Established 2007

EMAIL CV to
info@afterschoollearning.com
www.afterschoollearning.com

020 8440 8586

RESOURCES

Deliver
your
message
to the
largest
teaching
union in
the UK

DELPHINE Y DOMINGO

¡FLAMENCO!

01905 424083

www.worldmusicspanishforschools.org.uk

VOLUNTEERING

RETIREMENT

VOTE FOR TERRY PARK!
An ‘arresting and amusing’ novel in which Terry and his girlfriend
want teachers free of school restrictions, able to teach what,
where, when and how they think best!
Extracts at: www.voteforterrypark.co.uk

ON THE CARDS?

Volunteer to teach in Sri Lanka
We are recruiting experienced
teachers to lead our English
Development Programme, able to
commit to two years of teaching
English to classes of non English
speaking pupils between the ages
of 5 and 19 in local Government
schools and to lead gap year
volunteers who join the project
for one year. If this sounds
interesting get in touch for
a chat and further details.
 joan.hare16@gmail.com
facebook/senahasatrust
www.senahasa.org

Reach over

300,000
teachers
across

England
and

Wales

Teachers’ Vault
Outstanding Resources for Outstanding Teachers
•

•
•
•
•

SATs
preparation
resources
Classroom
displays
Curriculum
support
Computing
tips
Naace CPD
courses

www.teachersvault.co.uk

To plan your ad campaign in The Teacher magazine
contact Jonny Knight
T: 01727 739 193
E: jonathan@centuryonepublishing.uk
W: www.centuryonepublishing.uk
The Teacher: Advertisement
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WALK NIGHT

UNITED AGAINST CANCER

ction
for charity
lifechangingevents

@Dream Challenges

@Dream_Challenges

WalkTheNight

Noticeboard
‘Dogs a wonderful, uncritical audience’
CHILDREN who struggle to read are
being helped by man’s best friend.
Therapy dogs taken into
classrooms are giving youngsters
the confidence to overcome their
difficulties and enjoy reading out loud.
Former university lecturer Jackie
Brien has been working with the Paws
and Read scheme as a volunteer and
says it has implications for the way in
which reading is currently taught.
“Within a few minutes most children want to read, grow in confidence,
become more fluent and more accurate,” she said.
“Dogs can’t read so, perhaps for the first time, the reader is the expert and has
an audience not a mentor. They are a wonderful audience: uncritical and patient.”
Jackie said that because the dogs won’t suggest strategies or stop the reader
when something is wrong, children can make decisions about how to approach
difficulties. “Because they are reading aloud, children soon start to hear their errors
and correct them, making sense of the text and enjoying reading it.”
For information about Paws and Read, visit therapydogsnationwide.org

Activists, musicians,
poets & comedians
ARTISTS and activists are to
join forces later this year at the
Liberating Arts Festival.
Comedians, musicians and
poets – including Francesca
Martinez and Captain Ska – are
already lined up to take part in the
three-day event, hosted by the
General Federation of Trade Unions.
And they will be joined by
theatre companies and speakers,
who will discuss the role of the arts
in society with fellow performers,
trade unionists and educators.
There are 200 tickets available
for the event, which runs at the
University of Exeter, between 3-5
November. For more information,
visit gftu-liberatingarts.org.uk

Ruby Wax on kids’
mental health

Holocaust survivors visit Prague after the war

Holocaust awareness
A CHARITY set up by Holocaust
survivors is bringing their stories to
schools – told through the eyes of
their children and grandchildren.
The Holocaust Survivors ’45
Aid Society aims to raise awareness
of the Nazi genocide and tell their
parents’ and grandparents’ stories, to
remember the lives destroyed and
keep memories of events alive for
future generations.

The team uses visual aids followed
by Q&As. As well as history and
religious education classes, the talks
are ideal for assemblies and year group
sessions as they explore the themes of
bullying, racism and discrimination.
To book a speaker for your
school, email Susan Bermange at
sbermange@gmail.com or call
07932 049021. There is no fee for the
programme. Visit 45aid.org

MENTAL health advocate and
comedian Ruby Wax will be a
keynote speaker at a conference in
October organised by HeadStart
Wolverhampton.
Aimed at teachers, health
professionals and voluntary sector
staff, the conference will focus on
how they can support children
and young people to improve
their resilience and emotional
wellbeing, with the aim of reducing
the number who develop mental
health issues.
Places can be booked
by visiting headstartonline.
co.uk/conference2017, with
discounted tickets available for
Wolverhampton school staff and
local voluntary sector organisations.
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CASE
STUDIES

?

QUIZZES

VIDEOS

HAYLEY STEPPED IN,
COULD YOUR
STUDENTS?
TEACH FIRST AID LEARNING
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
Our first aid teaching resource gives your students the skills and confidence to act in an emergency.
Aimed at 11-19 year olds, it’s easy to teach and learn, interactive and engaging. It’s also free online
and created by one of the most trusted first aid organisations in the UK.

redcross.org.uk/stepin

#stepin
Refusing to ignore people in crisis

Staffroom confidential
The forgotten artist

Cartoon by Polly Donnison

Desk yoga
Lunchtime exercise classes are out of reach
for most teachers. But that doesn’t mean
you can’t sneak in a few moves to help you stay
flexible during the working day. Here are three
simple desk yoga poses to give you a mental breather
and help keep your body in good working order.

Give yourself a lift
Sit on the edge of your
chair, press your hands
down on either side
of your hips and raise
your legs and bottom
off the seat. Keep your
shoulders down and
hold for three breaths.
Lower and repeat
three times.

Let’s twist again
Turn to your left. Hold
the back of the chair with
your left hand and place
your right hand on your
knee. Pull on the back
of the chair to deepen
the twist. Hold for 5 to 8
breaths, then twist to the
other side. Repeat each
side three times.

Back-up plan
Bring your left arm
behind your back and
right arm behind your
head. Clasp your fingers
if you can; if not, hold
a ruler in each hand
until you become more
flexible. Hold for 5 to 8
breaths; switch sides.
Repeat three times.

IT was class handover time and
meetings were set up to provide
information about the children.
Being a newcomer to the
school, I believed this was an ideal
opportunity for the staff in question
to learn about the whole child,
their likes, hobbies and different
personalities, along with their
educational achievements.
How wrong was I? As the
meeting progressed, I realised it
was a case of rattling off statistics,
academic achievements and those
who needed pushing to make the
grade. Finally, we reached the name
on the list of an underachiever – that
is in English and maths!
“He struggles
academically but he is
an excellent artist,”
I said, trying to
focus on the child
and not his score.
“That’s not
going to help his results
in maths and English
though is it?” was the
acerbic response.
Incensed, I was unable to
speak. Suddenly before my eyes,
this boy (and others), became a
commodity and not a person.
The quirky nature of some of the
pupils, their hobbies, were null
and void in an environment that
hungers for results.
What are we doing? We are
failing our children when we try
and squeeze out their interests and
personalities for the sake of yet
another statistic.
Children are being whisked out
of creative subjects (if the school
hasn’t axed them anyway) to have
maths and English interventions to
score points to please Ofsted.
Here’s to the forgotten artist.
I hope school doesn’t dampen
your enthusiasm and art allows
you to express yourself in a way
that number crunching and
writing can’t. After all, you are not a
machine, contrary to what people
seem to think.
Name and address supplied
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If the worst happens, I know that
Dogs Trust will care for him.

When I’m not here to love him, I know that Dogs Trust will be.
Now I’ve got my free Canine Care Card, I have complete peace of mind. It guarantees
that Dogs Trust will love and look after my dog if I pass away first. Dogs Trust is the
UK’s largest dog welfare charity with 20 rehoming centres nationwide and
they never put down a healthy dog.

Apply now for your FREE Canine Care Card.

020 7837 0006

Call:
or email:

ccc@dogstrust.org.uk

Please quote “333516” or complete the coupon below.
This service is currently only available for residents of the UK, Ireland, Channel Islands & the Isle of Man.

Yes I’d like to apply for my free Canine Care Card

Please send this coupon to: Freepost RTJA-SRXG-AZUL,
Dogs Trust, Clarissa Baldwin House, 17 Wakley
Street, London, EC1V 7RQ (No stamp required.)

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms/Other
Address
Postcode

333516

Many of our supporters like to receive updates about our work and how they can support us. If you
do not wish to receive further information from Dogs Trust & Dogs Trust subsidiaries tick this box.
All information will be treated as strictly confidential.

www.dogstrust.org.uk
Registered Charity Numbers: 227523 & SC037843

Crossword
Across

1 Peninsula forming the southern part
of Greece (11)
9 Low wooden sofa bed that has an
unsprung mattress (5)
10 Part of the circumference of a
circle (3)
11 W.B. ___ : Irish poet who wrote The
Second Coming (5)
12 A light rowing boat (5)
13 Hard glass-like volcanic rock (8)
16 The ___ Plan: a US initiative to aid
Western Europe after WWII (8)
18 ___ Twankey: a character in the
pantomime Aladdin (5)
21 One of the five basic tastes (5)
22 Flat-topped red hat with a
black tassel (3)
23 New ___ : capital city of India (5)
24 British Prime Minister during the
Suez crisis (7,4)

Answers at bottom
of this page

Down

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8
2 Official residence of an
9
10
ambassador (7)
3 ___ rule: one of the laws of 11
association football (7)
12
4 Capital city of Canada (6)
13
5 Ninth day before ides of
14
15
a month in ancient Roman
calendar (5)
16
17
6 Hindu male religious
18
19
20
teacher (5)
21
7 US musician whose songs
22
23
include Shake It Off (6,5)
8 England's highest
mountain (7,4)
24
14 Polite title added to a
Across
Down
man's name (7)
1 - Peninsula forming the southern part of Greece (11)
2 - Official residence of an ambassador (7)
19thatDirty
___ : 1960s war film
15 Form of entertainment where
9 - Low wooden sofa bed
has an unsprung
3 - ___starring
rule: one of the laws of association football (
mattress (5)
4 - Capital city of Canada (6)
LeeofMarvin
(5)
people sing popular songs (7)10 - Part of the circumference
a circle (3)
5 - In the ancient Roman calendar the ninth day bef
20
of something
from
17 Place where King Arthur was
taken
11 - W.B.
___ : Irish poet
whoMeasurement
wrote The Second
a month (5)
Coming (5)
6 - A Hindu male religious teacher (5)
to
side
(5)
when mortally wounded (6) 12 - A light rowing boat side
(5)
13 - Hard glass-like volcanic rock (8)
16 - The ___ Plan: a US initiative to aid Western
Europe after WWII (8)

What's in your lunchbox?

18 - ___ Twankey: a character in the pantomime
Aladdin (5)
21 - One of the five basic tastes (5)
22 - Flat-topped red hat with a black tassel (3)

Faced with the choice of school dinners, sandwiches from
the local Spar or a snack in between midday activities,
many teachers opt to bring in food from home. In our new
recipe column, we’ll be asking for tasty lunchbox ideas.
23 - New ___ : capital city of India (5)

24 - British Prime Minister during the Suez crisis (7,4)

7 - US musician whose songs include Shake It Off (
8 - Highest mountain in England (7,4)

Sausage,
broccoli &
spinach
frittata

14 - Polite title appended to a man's name (7)

15 - Form of entertainment where people sing popu

17 - Place where King Arthur was taken when he wa
wounded (6)

19 - Dirty ___ : 1960s war film starring Lee Marvin (

20 - Measurement of something from side to side (5

Serves 1

First up is Alan Warner, Eastern Region NUT principal officer, with a great idea for lunch or a lazy, weekend breakfast.
It’s also a useful way of using leftover food as the sausages, broccoli and spinach can be cooked in advance.

Ingredients
2 good-quality meat or veggie
sausages
3 large free range eggs
Handful of broccoli cut into walnutsized pieces
Handful of spinach
4 cherry tomatoes, halved
50g mature cheddar cheese
Splash of whole milk
Salt & pepper
Mixed herbs
Rapeseed oil

Method
o

1. Preheat the oven to 180 C and bake
the sausages for 20 minutes.
2. While the sausages cook, heat a

glug of rapeseed oil in a frying pan, add
the broccoli and season. Cook for 10
minutes until softened.

and half the cheese. Mix well.

3. Remove broccoli from the pan, add
a good handful of spinach. Wilt, then
remove from the heat.

6. Spread the sausage, broccoli and
spinach in a 20cm non-stick pan. Pour
in the egg mixture and cook over a
medium heat for 8-10 minutes until the
top is nearly set.

4. Crack the eggs into a bowl, add
seasoning and herbs, a splash of milk

5. Remove the sausages from the oven
and cut into bite-size pieces.

7. Place the halved cherry tomatoes
on top, add the remaining cheese
and place under a hot grill for a few
minutes until the top is firm and the
cheese is bubbling.
8. Enjoy immediately or pack it up for
tomorrow’s lunch.
Email your recipe to teacher@neu.
org.uk with LUNCHBOX in the strap
line. Don’t forget to attach a picture!

Crossword solution

Across 1 PELOPONNESE; 9 FUTON; 10 ARC; 11 YEATS; 12 SKIFF; 13 OBSIDIAN; 16 MARSHALL; 18 WIDOW; 21 UMAMI; 22 FEZ; 23 DELHI; 24
ANTHONY EDEN. Down 2 EMBASSY; 3 OFF SIDE; 4 OTTAWA; 5 NONES; 6 SWAMI; 7 TAYLOR SWIFT; 8 SCAFELL PIKE; 14 ESQUIRE;
15 KARAOKE; 17 AVALON; 19 DOZEN; 20 WIDTH.
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Education under Trump

Backbeat

Words by Randi Weingarten
AS teachers and students
return to school in the United
States this fall, they face serious
challenges to public education
from President Donald Trump,
U.S. Education Secretary Betsy
DeVos, many state governors
and their allies, who continue to
wage war on public schools and
the role they play in society.
These leaders are out of
step with American parents,
who polls find are confident
in their children’s teachers
and their neighbourhood
public schools but are highly
concerned that their schools
are underfunded.

Fact file
Randi
Weingarten is
President of
the American
Federation of
Teachers.
50

$9bn funding cuts
Trump and DeVos don’t just
want to privatise public schools;
they want to defund the
existing ones. Their preferred
choices – vouchers, tuition tax
credits, and private, for-profit
charter schools – do not work.
Private schools can, and
do, discriminate because they
don’t follow federal civil rights
laws and lack the accountability
and transparency that public
schools have. And vouchers
increase racial and economic
segregation. Yet the Trump
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administration has proposed a
manifestly cruel $9 billion cut
in federal education funding,
targeted mainly at programmes
that help disadvantaged and
at-risk students.
Shocking levels of poverty
This use of privatisation,
coupled with disinvestment,
is going on in state after state
– and it’s happening at a time
when half the kids in public
schools are living in poverty.
So we are once again in
the same fight against the
same right-wing forces that
are keeping children from
getting the education they
need and deserve. Their
playbook is transparent and
cynical: starve public schools
to breaking point, criticise their
shortcomings, then let the
market and privatisation handle
the rest.
But we are resisting this
harmful agenda. We are
fighting to reclaim our
public schools with a Public
School Strong campaign to
push for strategies that will
improve them.
High-quality public
schools promote children’s

wellbeing by offering health
and social services; providing
powerful and engaging
learning; building teacher
capacity to give educators
opportunities to hone their
craft; and foster collaboration
among educators, school
administrators, parents and
communities.
In an American Federation
of Teachers national poll,
parents’ education agenda
focuses on investing in
traditional public school –
not diverting funding to
charters or vouchers.
All-round wellbeing
Parents want a neighbourhood
public school that works for
their child, is safe, has adequate
resources and has small
enough class sizes. They want
their child’s school to have
music, art and science.
And they want their
child to soar in challenging
classes and get support when
they struggle.
That is the case in many
American public schools and,
with the right support, can
and should be the reality for
every child.

Aviva 5 star
home insurance
Aviva home insurance with Defaqto 5 star
rating through NUT gives you the reassurance
of extensive cover at aviva.co.uk prices and 24/7
service if you need to make a claim.
Get a quote at aviva.co.uk/nut and
you’ll also be supporting your union by doing so.

We now offer
GREAT VALUE travel
and pet insurance
Get a quote at aviva.co.uk/nut

working with

Insurance is sold and underwritten by Aviva Insurance Limited. Registered in Scotland No. 2116.
Registered office: Pitheavlis, Perth, PH2 0NH. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
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Join us for £10.
Together,
we’ll shape
the future
of education

As the UK’s largest education union, we provide effective support
when you need it, and the chance for you to join the 450,000 teachers
and other education professionals who are standing up for education.
Join the National Education Union today for just £10* and pay
nothing more until September 2018.

Join us today

www.neu.org.uk/join

@NEUnion

0345 811 8111

/nationaleducationunion
NEU086/0917

*terms and conditions at www.neu.org.uk/terms

